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Write this number, 503-902-5340, on your arm or
body, in permanent marker, in case of arrest.
 Call this number if: you are arrested, you witness
arrests, you experience or witness police brutality.
 If you are arrested: Anything you say to police can be
used against you. Don’t wait for police to read you your
rights, don’t explain what happened, and don’t lie.
Police are legally allowed to lie, and are trained to be
manipulative. The only thing you should say to them
is, “I don’t want to answer any questions. I want to
talk to a lawyer.” You don’t have to have or know a
lawyer at this time– this phrase works by stopping them
questioning you
 If you are the victim of police use of force: Document
injuries and see a healthcare provider. You may wish to
take action, from filing a complaint with the
Independent Police Review Division to filing a lawsuit.
Contact the Hotline at 503-902-5340 for resources
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J20+ Aftercare and Legal Aid -- Tues, Jan 24th
6-9 pm, Q-Center (4115 N Mississippi Ave)
Come for FREE tea, herbs, acupuncture, massage,
medical care, & legal guidance. This event is open to
all, primarily participants in inauguration week protests.
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1. Do Not Talk to Police: Anything you say to police can be
used against you. If a cop tries to talk to you, ask “Am I free to
go?” and try to walk away. If they won’t let you walk away, it’s
safest to say: “I don’t want to answer any questions. I want
to talk to a lawyer.” Say it loud enough for witnesses to hear.
2. If You Are Arrested: Don’t wait for the cops to read you
your rights, don’t explain what happened, and don’t lie. Police
are legally allowed to lie, and are trained to be manipulative.
The only thing you should say to them is, “I don’t want to
answer any questions. I want to talk to a lawyer.” The cop
should stop questioning you. If they don’t, keep repeating it.
3. Do NOT Consent to A Search: Any time the police try to
search you, or your bag, say: “I do not consent to this search.”
This may not stop a search, but it could get evidence thrown out
in court later. Do not physically resist a search, because you
could get hurt and charged with assault. Keep saying it, loudly
enough for witnesses to hear.
4. If You Are Monitoring the Police: Say, “I am here to
observe. I do not intend to interfere.” If they tell you to move
away ask, “Where do you want me to stand?” It is lawful to
observe the police. Get officer’s names, ID number (aka
DPSST#), and details about the incident: what orders names and
contact info of any witnesses, and report to NLG Hotline.
5. Harm Reduction: In any police interaction, keep your hands
in view, make no sudden movements, and do not reach into your
pockets or bag. If you are arrested or searched do not physically
resist. Never touch the police or their equipment.
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